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Let R be a ring with unit element. A function 1, that assigns to each 
finitely generated R-module M a nonnegative integer 1(M) such that 
J(M) = A(N) + 1(L) for each short exact sequence 0 + N--f M + L --f 0 of 
finitely right R-modules is called an additive rank function. Such a function 
is constant on isomorphism classes of finitely generated right R-modules, 
so that 1(M/cr(M)) = 0 whenever CI: A4 -+ M is an injective endomorphism 
of M. 
When R is semisimple artinian, then an additive rank function arises 
very naturally by defining A(M) = length(M), the number of simple direct 
summands in a decomposition of M. In 1964, Goldie [2] adapted this idea 
to finitely generated modules over a right noetherian ring, the resulting 
additive rank function is presently called the reduced rank. The concept lay 
dormant for over 10 years until Goldie started using it in 1976, providing 
new and strikingly elegant proofs of several important results of ring 
theory. Some of these appear in [3], others are included in [ 11. Since then, 
the reduced rank has become a widely used tool, particularly in the theory 
of noncommutative noetherian rings. 
We recall the definition of the reduced rank p(M) of a finitely generated 
right R-module M over a right noetherian ring R. If N denotes the nil- 
potent radical of R then R/N has a classical semisimple artinian quotient 
ring Q(R/N). For a finitely generated right R/N-module M set pRIN(M) = 
length(M@.,, Q(R/N)). Since R,NQ(R/N) is flat, pRIN is an additive rank 
function for finitely generated right R/N-modules. For a finitely generated 
right R-module M set 
k-l 
P(M) = 1 PR,,~(MN~/MN~+ ’ 1, 
i=O 
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where k is the nilpotency index of N. The additivity of the function p 
follows easily from the additivity of pRIN by means of the Schreier Reline- 
ment Theorem. Recall that p(M) = 0 if and only if for each m E M there 
exists an element c, E V(N), the set of elements regular modulo N, such 
that mc, = 0. 
Since the reduced rank is such a useful tool, the question naturally arises, 
whether there are other additive rank functions. It is obvious that for two 
additive rank functions II, and AZ and nonnegative integers k, and k,, the 
function k, A, + k,l, defined by 
(k, 4 + h&NW = k, l,(M) + k,&(W 
is also an additive rank function. The purpose of this note is to show that 
for a right noetherian ring R there is a finite number of what we shall term 
atomic rank functions p’, p2, . . . . p”, where n is the number of minimal prime 
ideals of R, and where pi arises from the minimal prime Pi, such that 
p=p’+ . . . + p”, and any additive rank function 1 is of the form I = 
k,p’ + ... + k,p” with nonnegative integers ki. 
Two applications are presented. The first of these introduces a certain 
function that arises from the Krull dimension in the sense of Gabriel and 
Rentschler. This function is then shown to be an additive rank function and 
its decomposition according to the above result is given. In the second 
application, we show how the idea of the atomic ranks can be used to 
calculate the reduced rank (on either side) of a noetherian bimodule. This 
is illustrated by calculating the left and right reduced ranks of a specific 
noetherian ring. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
All rings considered are associative and have a unit element. Modules 
are unitary right modules. For standard terminology, the reader is referred 
to the book by McConnell and Robson [IS]. 
spec(R) = set of prime ideals of the ring R. 
min-spec(R) = set of minimal primes of R. 
Ass(M) = set of associated prime ideals of the right R-module M. 
dim(M) = dim(M), = uniform dimension of the right R-module M. 
length(M) = number of simple direct summands in a complete decom- 
position of the semisimple (completely reducible) module M. 
%?(I) = {c E R 1 cx E I implies x E I and xc E I implies x E I}, where I is a 
two-sided ideal of the ring R. 
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a(X)= {r~RliYr=O}, h w ere X is a subset of the right R-module M. 
I,(X) = {m E M, ( mX= 0}, where X is a subset of the ring R. 
IMI = Krull dimension (in the sense of Gabriel and Rentschler [7]) of 
the module M. 
N= nilpotent radical of the right noetherian ring R = n..,in+pecCRJ P. 
Z = ring of integers. 
N = set of natural numbers = (0, 1,2, . ..}. 
1. BASIC RESULTS 
In what follows, let p always denote the reduced rank. An arbitrary 
additive rank function 1 is constant on isomorphism classes of finitely 
generated right R-modules, so il(cR) = A( RR) and consequently A( R/CR) = 0 
for any right regular element c of R. 
1.1. LEMMA. Let il be an additive rank function for the right noetherian 
ring R, let S be a semisimple ideal of R, and let E/S be an essential right 
ideal of R/S. Then A(E/S) = A(R/S) and, equivalently, I(RJE) = 0. 
Proof By Goldie’s Theorem, E contains an element c E W(S), so 
CR + S/S 21 R/S as right R-modules. The result follows from this by the 
additivity of 1. 
1.2. LEMMA. Let A be an additive rank function for the right noetherian 
ring R and let P be a prime ideal of R. Then 
(a) 4u/P)=4V/P)f or any two uniform right ideals U/P and VIP of 
RIP. 
(b) A( R/P) = A( U/P) . dim(R/P), w h ere U/P is any uniform right ideal 
of RIP. 
Proof (a) is clear since any two uniform right ideals of R/P are sub- 
isomorphic by [2, Lemma 3.11, so they are subisomorphic as right 
R-modules. (b) follows from (a) and Lemma 1.1. 
1.3. LEMMA. Let il be an additive rank function for the right noetherian 
ring R. Zf p(M)=0 f or a finitely generated right R-module M, then 
A(M) = 0. 
Proof: Since M is annihilated by a product of minimal prime ideals of 
R, we may assume that M is an R/P-module for some minimal prime P, 
using the additivity of both p and 1. For each m E M, $(m) n W(N) # 0, SO 
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a(m) n%‘(P) # 0, hence ti(m)/P is an essential right ideal of R/P. By 
Lemma 1.1, l(mR) =l.(R/*(m))=O. Since M is finitely generated, the 
additivity of A implies that A(M) = 0. 
The converse of Lemma 1.3 is not true in general. The trivial rank func- 
tion which assigns rank zero to every finitely generated module is, of 
course, the most obvious counterexample, but there are other non-trivial 
additive rank functions for which this fails. This will become apparent in 
the next section. 
2. ATOMIC ADDITIVE RANK FUNCTIONS 
Let R N @ ‘=, Ri be a semisimple artinian ring with simple rings Ri. A 
finitely generated right R-module M is the direct sum of its homogeneous 
components, M = H, @ . . . 0 H,, where each Hi is isomorphic to a finite 
direct sum of minimal right ideals of Ri. The functions pi: M+ N, 
1 < i 6 n, given by p’(M) = length(Hi) are additive rank functions. This idea 
can be adapted to finitely generated modules over a right noetherian ring 
in a manner that is analogous to the definition of the reduced rank. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a right noetherian ring with min-spec(R) = 
{P 1, . . . . P,}. Let k be the index of nilpotency of N= P, n ... n P,, and let 
Q(R/N) N @ ?= r Q(R/Pi) be the semisimple artinian classical quotient ring 
of R/N. For a finitely generated right R/N-module M set 
d&W = lengtUM@,,, QWPJ). 
For a finitely generated right R-module M set 
k-l 
p'(M) = c &,(MN’/MN’+ '). 
j=O 
The functions p’ : M + N, 1 6 i < n, are called atomic rank functions. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let R be a right noetherian ring with min-spec(R) = 
{P,, . . . . P,>. Then 
(a) pi is an additive rank function for each i= 1, . . . . n. 
lb) p=CY=l pi. 
Proof: (a) Since each Q(R/PJ is a flat left R/N-module, each piIN is 
additive. The additivity of pi then follows from the definition of pi, using 
the Schreier Refinement Theorem and the additivity of &,,,,. 
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(b) Obviously, PR/N=~~= 1 piiN. Thus, for any finitely generated 
right R-module M we have that 
k-l k--l n 
p(M) = 1 pRIN(MN’/MNj+ ‘) = c c p&(MN’/MN’+‘) 
j=O j=O i=l 
= i ‘f’ p’,,,(MN’/MN’+‘)= i p’(M)=( i pi) (M). 
i=l j=O i=l i= 1 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let M be a finitely generated right module over the 
right noetherian ring R with min-spec(R) = {PI, ..,, P,}. Then p’(M) =0 if 
and only tf for each m E M there exists an element c, E %‘(Pi) such that- 
mc, = 0. 
Proof: If k denotes the index of nilpotency of N, then p’(M) = 0 if and 
only if p’,,,(MNj/MN j+‘)=O for each j=O, l,...,k-1, if and only if 
(MNj/MN-‘+‘) ORIN Q(R/Pi) = 0 for all j, if and only if each MNjjMNj’ ’ 
is %(Pi)-torsion, if and only if M is %(Pi)-torsion. 
2.3. COROLLARY. If M is a finitely generated R/Pi-module for some i, 
1~ i < n, then p(M) = p’(M) and p’(M) = 0 for j # i. Furthermore, tf M is 
%(P,)-torsion free, then p’(M) = dim(M). 
Proof By Lemma 2.1, p(M) = Cr= 1 p’(M). Now, for i # j, Pin %‘(Pj) # 
0, so M, being annihilated by Pi, is V(P,)-torsion, so p’(M) = 0 by 
Proposition 2.2. Furthermore, if M is V(PJ-torsion free, then dim(M) = 
length(MO Q(R/Pi)) = p’(M). 
3. DECOMPOSITION OF ARBITRARY ADDITIVE RANK FUNCTIONS 
Let ;i be an arbitrary additive rank function for the right noetherian ring 
R, and let P,, . . . . P, denote the minimal prime ideals of R. For a fixed i, 
1~ i < n, the value of A( U/P,) is the same for all uniform right ideals U/P, 
of R/Pi by Lemma 1.2. We denote this common value by k,, where, of 
course, the nonnegative integer ki may be zero. Note also that pi( U/P,) = 1, 
so that we may write 
A( U/P,) = kipi( U/P,) 
for any uniform right ideal U/P, of R/P,. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let M be a finitely generated right RIP,-module. Then 
1(M)=zy= 1 kjp’(M). 
481/130/2-14 
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ProoJ: Since p’(M) = 0 for j # i by Corollary 2.3, we only have to prove 
that %(M) = k,p’(M). Now, any uniform submodule of M is either %‘(P,)- 
torsion, or else it contains a submodule which is isomorphic to a uniform 
right ideal of R/P,. Thus M has an essential submodule N which is a direct 
sum of uniform submodules U, where U is either V(P,)-torsion or 
isomorphic to a uniform right ideal of R/P,. In the first case, n(U) = 0 by 
Lemma 1.1 and p’(U) =0 by Proposition 2.2, so A(U)=k,p’(U). In the 
second case, A(U) = k,p’(U) by the remark preceding this lemma. The 
additivity of 2 and of pi thus shows that A(N) = k,p’(N). Since N is essential 
in 44, the right annihilator E of each nonzero element of M/N is essential 
modulo Pi, so that A( R/E) = 0 = pi( R/E) by Lemma 1.1. Since M/N 
is finitely generated, the additivity of 1 and of pi gives J(M/N) = 
0 = k,p’(M/N). Thus 
l(M) = l(N) + l(M/N) = k,p’(N) + k,p’(M/N) 
= k,(p’(N) + p’(M/N)) = k,p’(M). 
3.2. THEOREM. Let A be an additive rank function for the right noetherian 
ring R with min-spec(R) = {P,, . . . . P,} and atomic rank functions p’, . . . . p”. 
v 
k, = f-(RIPi) 
’ dim( R/P,)’ 
1 <i<n, 
then A(M) = C’= 1 k,p’(M) for any finitely generated right R-module M. 
ProoJ As MQ,Q,... Q, = 0 for some product of minimal primes Q,, 
applying Lemma 3.1 to the factors MQ i . . . Q, _ , /MQ i . . . Qj ~ i Qj yields the 
result, using the additivity of II and of the atomic rank functions pi. 
4. AN ADDITIVE RANK FUNCTION ARISING FROM KRULL DIMENSION 
As an application of the ideas developed in the preceding sections we 
construct an additive rank function which, on the surface, does not seem 
to be related to the reduced rank. It will then be decomposed according to 
Theorem 3.2. 
Let M be a noetherian right R-module of Krull dimension a. Setting 
M, = M, a descending chain of submodules 
can be found as follows. If lMil = a, let Mi+ i be maximal among sub- 
modules X of Mj such that IM,/Xl = cc Then M,/M,+ , is a-critical. Since 
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IMI = GI, this process must terminate after finitely many steps at a sub- 
module M,, say, such that IM,I < CY. It turns out that, no matter how such 
a descending sequence with a-critical factors has been constructed, it 
always has the same length n and terminates at the same submodule M,, 
which is the unique maximal submodule of M with Krull dimension 
< CI = IMI. We call this submodule the Krull sock S(M) of M (see [5] for 
details). 
DEFINITION. Let M be a noetherian right R-module, and let ct 2 [MI be 
an ordinal. The nonnegative integer 
1,(M)= n 
1 
0 if IMI<cc 
if [M[=cY and M=MOzM,r> ... =JM, 
is a maximal chain of submodules with 
a-critical factors M,/M,+ 1 
is called the a-length of M. 
If N is a submodule of M, IMI < 01, then max{A,(N), A,(M/N)} <A,(M) 
by Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 4.5 of [S]. We proceed to show that 
actually A,(M) = A,(N) + &(M/N), which is trivially true if N is one of the 
submodules Mi, 0 < i < n. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let M be a noetherian right R-module, [MI 6 01, and let N 
be a submodule of M. 
(a) Zf INI <IX, then A,(N)=0 and A,(M/N)=&(M). 
(b) If IMINI < u., then I,(M/N) = 0 and I,(N) = I,(M). 
Proof: Both statements are trivial if I MI < IX, so let I MI = CI, and assume 
that I NI < ~1. Then 1,(N) = 0 by definition. Since N c S(M), the Krull socle 
of M, I M/N( = c1 and S( M/N) = S(M)/N. Since any maximal descending 
chain of submodules with cc-critical factors of a module with Krull dimen- 
sion c1 terminates at the Krull socle, it is clear that IZ,(M/N) = 1,(M). If 
IMINI < c1 then l,(M/N) = 0 by definition. Let 
M=M,=JM~I ... ZJM~IM~+~I ... zM,=S(M) 
be a maximal descending chain of submodules with a-critical factors 
MiIMi 
M> 
1. If MinN=Mi,,nNfor some i, then 
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which is impossible. Thus 
O# 
M,nN 
M,+,nN= 
Mi+l+(MinN) M,n(M,+,+Nr Mi 
Mi+l = Mi+l -Mi,l’ 
SO MinN/Mi+, n N is a-critical. Thus 
N=NnM,xNnM,I . ..xNnM. 
is a descending chain of submodules of N with a-critical factors. Thus 
n = A,(M) < I,(N), so (b) follows since the reverse inequality is always true. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let M be a noetherian right R-module with [MI 6 a. 
Then A,(M) = A,(N) + &(M/N) for any submodule N of M. 
Proof If IM1 < a then IM/NI < a and INI < a, so the result is trivial. Let 
IMI = a. The cases when JNI < a or IM/NI <a have been dealt with in 
Lemma 4.1, so let lM/Nj = INI = a = IMI. Let 
M=MO~M,x . . . xMkzN, MJN = S( M/N) 
be a maximal descending chain of submodules between M and N 
with a-critical factors. Then obviously A,(M) = A,(M,) + A,(M/M,). 
Since IM/M,I = IM/NI = a and IM,/NI <a, A,(M/M,) = I,(M/N) by 
Lemma 4.1(a), applied to the module M/N. Since INI = a = lMkl and 
IMk/Nl < a, A,(N) = A,(M,) by Lemma 4.2(b), applied to the module Mk. 
The result follows. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let R be a right noetherian ring with right Krull dimen- 
sion IRIk= a, and let PI, . . . . P, be those minimal prime ideals for which 
IR/P,I R = a. Let p’, . . . . pS denote the corresponding atomic rank functions. 
Then 
(a) & is an additive rank function on finitely generated right 
R-modules. 
(b) A,=p’+ ... +pS. 
Proof (a) Since IMI < 1 RI R = a for any finitely generated right 
R-module M, this follows from Proposition 4.2. 
(b) If IMJ c a, then A,(M) = 0. Let m E M. Then 
[R/Pi/ = a> ImRl = IR/t(m)l B /R/*(m) + PiI 
for any i, 1 d i < s. Thus k(m) contains an element of %‘( Pi) for each i (see 
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[6, 6.3.11]), so p’(M) = 0 by Proposition 2.2, and hence (CT= r p’)(M) = 0. 
Let now [MI = a, and let 
M=M,3M,3 **. 3MjI>Mj+13 ... zM,=S(M) 
be a maximal descending chain of submodules with a-critical factors 
MjlMj+ I * Then (Es= I &S(M)) = 0, so (CI= 1 P’)(M) = (CT= 18) 
(M/S(M)). Let C be an u-critical right R-module with unique associated 
prime P. Since P = 2(U) for some 0 # U c C, we have that 
cr=ICI=IUIdIR/PI~(RI=a, 
so P = P, for some k, 1 d k d s. Since U is or-critical, 
jR/P,I = a = IuRl = IR/h(u)l 
for each 0 # u E U, so t(u)/Pk is not essential in R/P,, hence U is %?(Pk)- 
torsion free, and consequently p”(U) = dim(U) = 1 and p’(U) = 0 for i # k 
by Corollary 2.3. As /C/U1 < a, we have that #(C/U) = 0 for 1 < is s, so 
that CT= 1 p’(C) = CT= 1 pi(U) + CT= I #(C/U) = 1. Consequently, 
i$, P’(M)= 2 P’(M/S(M))= f: i P’(Mj-,IMj) 
i=l i-1 j-1 
n s n 
= 1 C P’(Mj-,/Mj)= C l=n=I,(M). 
j-1 i-1 j=l 
5. CALCULATION OF THE REDUCED RANK 
The calculation of the reduced rank of a module in specific examples can 
be quite difficult. Thus, as a second application of the decomposition 
technique, we wish to suggest an efficient procedure to determine p(M,), 
where sM, is a bimodule, finitely generated on both sides, over the left 
noetherian ring S and the right noetherian ring R. We begin by recalling 
the definition of an associated series of a module (cf. [4, p. 3741. 
DEFINITION. A sequence O=NO~N,c ... cNi-,cNic .‘. cN,=M 
of submodules of the right R-module M is an associated series of M, if each 
Ni is an annihilator submodule, that is, Ni = ZicI( Ti) for some two-sided ideal 
Ti of R, and if r(Ni/Nip 1) = Ass( N,/N,- 1) = Pi. Such a series is full, if no 
annihilator submodule exists strictly between Nip 1 and Ni, 0 G i < n. 
Note that if ,M, is a bimodule, finitely generated on both sides, where 
S is left noetherian and R is right noetherian, then each Ni is an 
S-R-bimodule, and each N,/N,- 1 is V(P,)-torsion free on the right. 
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5.1. THEOREM. Let R and S be right and left noetherian rings, respec- 
tively, and let .M, be a bimodule that is finitely generated on both sides. Let 
O=N,cN,c . cN;-,cN,c ... cN,=M 
be a right associated series of A4 with s(N,/N,-,)= Ass(Ni/Ni- ,)= Pi, 
1 <idn. Then 
dM,)= 1 dim(Ni/Ni- i). 
P, E min-spec(R) 
ProoJ: Let Qi, . . . . Q, denote the minimal primes of R, and let p’, . . . . pS 
be the corresponding atomic rank functions. If, for a fixed j, 1 <j< s, 
Qj = Pi = &(Ni/Ni- i), then pj(NJN,- i) = dim(Ni/Ni- i) by Corollary 2.3. 
If Qj# Pi, then pj(N,/N,- i) =O. Thus pj(M,) is the sum of the uniform 
dimensions of the factors of the associated series that are annihilated by Q,. 
Since p = p1 + . . . + p’, the result follows. 
We illustrate the preceding theorem by calculating the right and left 
reduced ranks of a specific noetherian ring R. Note that the example has 
been introduced by Warfield [8] for other purposes. It has also been 
studied in [4]. 
5.2. EXAMPLE. Let A = (& I), I= (:I “,f), a two-sided ideal of A, and 
set R=({ $!& ), H= (i$ s), and K= ( *“, ,“,). The series 0 = B, c B, c B, c 
B,cB,=R with 
and 
is a full associated series of RR. The corresponding prime ideals are 
P, = 44IBl) = B,, 
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and 
P,= B,. 
Note that P, and P, are minimal primes, so that p(R,) = 
dim(B,), + dim(B,/B,), by Theorem 5.1. Note that B, = (z ,,&)@ (z “,/‘), 
and that the uniform dimension of the first right ideal is clearly equal to 1. 
Since R acts on the second summand in the same way as 2122 acts on 
A/I= ( ‘fz f$“,), its uniform dimension must equal 3. Thus dim(B,), = 4. 
The uniform dimension of B,/B, equals the uniform dimension of the 
right A-module Z= (‘0” f) @ (& ,“,), so dim(B,/B,), = 2. Thus p(R,) = 
4 + 2 = 6. We also wish to calculate the left reduced rank. For this, note 
that 
is a full left associated series of RR with Pi= I(~T(B,-,)/~~(B,)) = 
Ass,(*(Bi-,)/#(B,)), 16 i<4. Using Theorem 5.1 on the left, we get that 
p(,R) = dimR(R/QB1)) + dim,(a(B,)/r(B,)). Now 
and . 
Obviously, dim,(R/%(B,)) = 1 and dim,(*(B,)/s(B,)) = dim, A = 2, as A = 
( zl f)=G 3oG 3 a direct sum of two uniform left ideals. It follows 
that p( R R) = 3. 
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